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Genuinely committed to M&A
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LilO - the entrepreneur boutique sets new standards
in M&A advisory through a true hands-on approach
and a unique entrepreneurial spirit.
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Company
LilO – the entrepreneur boutique
LilO [ODܼOԥ ]ݜis an innovative M&A boutique for

Genuinely committed to deal-making, LilO goes

entrepreneurs. LilO sets new standards in mergers

beyond the traditional M&A process to make it work.

and acquisitions, offering clients highly creative,
proactive and individualized services. LilO supports
entrepreneurs in the development of their business

/LO2ZDVIRXQGHGDQGLVGULYHQE\HQWUHSUHQHXUVIRU
entrepreneurs.

ventures and exit strategies.

/LO2LVFRPPLWWHGWRLQYHVWPHQW

Equipped with a solid background in traditional M&A

/LO2LVQRWDYHQWXUHFDSLWDOILUP

advisory, LilO strives to design a more holistic

/LO2LVQRWDQLQYHVWPHQWEDQN

and dynamic approach in the field of corporate

/LO2LVQRRUGLQDU\0 $DGYLVRU\

transactions, based on true hands-on experience and

LilO is a spirit and attitude in running a business.

a unique entrepreneurial spirit.

Be LilO: Loving Initiatives, Living Opportunities

Our USP
Dare to be different to be better
Over the years, we have been witness to countless
transactions led by major M&A advisories, participating
on both sides - sellers and buyers. We have come
to realize that there are several factors involved in
achieving a successful transaction. Taking the right
action at the right time and talking to the right people
are the main drivers of success.
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We are specialized in unveiling opportunities that
lead to highly attractive transactions.
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Our Philosophy
Understanding the subtle differences between an

We go beyond the traditional M&A process because

obstacle and an opportunity and being able to turn

we believe that there is much more involved in

both of them into an advantage are what make us

achieving successful transactions than standard

different from the competition and enable us to

approaches and databased selections of interested

reflect on business operations through the eyes of

parties. Keeping up the dynamic with all participants

the entrepreneur. Identifying opportunities rather than

and evaluating their expectations and synergies are

seeing problems and accepting full responsibility of

the key to success.

the outcome are underlying principles of our work.
Our method is setting clear actions because we are
Our relationships with our clients are based on

convinced that if you don’t drive your business, your

mutual trust and openness, and our goal is to build

business will drive you.

successful, long-term prospects for both sides. We
are accustomed to working intensively in a dynamic
and result-oriented environment with our clients,
partners and employees.
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We know that the key to a successful transaction
is in a highly individualized and dynamic process,
based on a clear and in-depth understanding of
the prospects of both sides.
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Running and exiting a business successfully is a matter
of discipline, focus, spirit, drive and creativity.
www.liloventures.com
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Our Focus
As

entrepreneurs

ourselves,

advising

our

own

Buyer site transactions: we provide support to our

business ventures, we know what it means to run a

clients in the development of an investment strategy

business from A-Z. We have advised on transactions

in line with corporate development, market trends

ranging from EUR 1 million to EUR 250 million. Our

and growth opportunities. We proactively approach,

experience and specific focus on transactions in

screen and evaluate opportunities based on criteria

the mid-market segment have enabled us to build

defined within the investment strategy.

a unique M&A and entrepreneurial boutique that
specializes

in

cross-border

transactions

worth

between EUR 2 million up to EUR 100 million.

 Restructuring & turn-around management (exitoriented): one main question behind every deal should
be: “When is the right time to sell my assets and

Some of these transactions extend across various

how can I make my existing business more valuable,

industries including healthcare, telecommunications,

and therefore, increase the value of the assets I am

media, consumer goods, clean tech and life sciences.

selling?” We help distressed companies obtain the

We support entrepreneurs in the development of their

maximum value by creating and implementing a

business ventures and exit strategies, through a

step-by-step exit strategy over a period of 18 to 24

well-structured process of buying and selling assets

months.

or shareholdings. We are genuinely committed to :
4)6Z4HUHNLTLU[)\`6\[Z!^LHZZPZ[
 4HUHNPUN HUK L_WHUKPUN V\Y V^U I\ZPULZZ

managers with financing and structuring take-overs

ventures: we are passionate business angels.

of the businesses they know inside out.

  ,_P[ Z[YH[LNPLZ HUK KP]LZ[TLU[Z! ^L JYLH[L HUK

  1VPU[  ]LU[\YLZ  HUK  JVVWLYH[PVU  HNYLLTLU[Z!

maximize a business’s exit value and develop and

we assist our clients in defining and realizing

implement value-enhancing divestment options and

cooperation strategies and joint ventures based on a

strategies during all phases.

clear understanding of shared expectations.
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Our Process
In

any

transaction

process,

it

is

essential

to

Through a personalized and direct approach, a list of

understand and challenge the seller’s and buyer’s

potential

buyers

prospects from the outset. With a clear understanding

submitted for pre-approval to the corresponding

of the shareholder’s expectations, we take the time

executives.

to understand the real value of the business and its

documents (info-memorandum) are prepared, which

potential. For this analysis, we also use an innovative

outline the selling company’s key information,

transaction knowledge management tool, called the

including market outlook, SWOT analysis, hidden

HUGO assessment tool®. The HUGO assessment

potentials

tool® offers a highly efficient and comprehensive Due

foreseen exit strategies. It is particularly important

Diligence tool, generating a self-assessment report

at this stage of the transaction process to keep up

that evaluates targeted investor profiles and potential

the dynamic with all serious bidders and to respond

synergies, even at an early stage in the transaction

to their individual needs and expectations, while

process. Coupled with the traditional M&A advisory

respecting the timelines that have been set.

As

and

(long

a

list)

next

initial

is

step,

composed

detailed

expectations

and

selling

concerning

vendor due diligence (VDD), LilO uses the HUGO
assessment tool® to perform an in-depth analysis

First offers from all serious interested parties

of additional important aspects that influence and

are an important milestone in the process. With

add significant value to transactions. The HUGO

our experience and individualized approach, we

assessment tool® also analyses aspects that are not

are able to anticipate problems and solve them

reflected

other

quickly, offering financing solutions, well-structured

due diligence documents prepared within the standard

proposals and tax optimizations that the involved

M&A process. The HUGO assessment tool® was

parties themselves may have overlooked. We believe

created to offer highly dynamic and comprehensive

in transparency and in the smart management of all

Due

self-assessment

relevant documents in the data room, while setting

report that evaluates targeted investor profiles and

clear timelines and rules to be followed by the

potential synergies, already in the early stages of the

candidates.

in

financial

Diligence,

statements

producing

a

or

transaction process.
With our genuine commitment and interest in
In parallel to the VDD, an initial summary (teaser)

providing both sides our individual support, we

is prepared containing the most important facts

guide each party involved through the process and

and areas of potential in a smart and USP-oriented

make every effort to ensure that the transaction is

manner, without disclosing our clients. Anonymity is

successful and the transition is smooth.

maintained until the candidates have qualified and
have signed confidentiality agreements.

We focus on the importance of competitive bidding
amongst parties. Maintaining the dynamic essentially
increases the chances of success and paves the
way for transaction optimization.
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First contact
perspective

First offer

Vendor
due diligence

Teaser

Data room
+
Due diligence
+
Q&A

Deal structure
+
Binding Offer
+
Share Purchase
Agreement

www.liloventures.com

NDA
+
Info-memo

Signing
& Closing
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LilO stands for innovation in mergers
& acquisitions.
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HUGO – Our transaction
analysis tool for intangible
assets and knowledge

Within the standard M&A advisory process, Due

The HUGO assessment tool® assists in the analysis,

Diligence, all too often, becomes a “box-checking”

display,

exercise, with the collection of tons of data, but failure

knowledge and information regarding the intangible

to address the essential elements of a sustainable

and tangible aspects of a company.

transaction. The success of a transaction and post-

The assessment includes aspects such as customer

merger integration strongly depends on identifying

loyalty, business relations with partners, the power

and focusing on the specific factors that the involved

of the brand, aspects on corporate culture and

parties deem important. For any progress to be made

infrastructure as well as business-, financial- and

during the process, it is important to understand the

knowledge-related processes or human capital.

communication

and

preservation

of

shared expectations, core values, corporate cultures,
potential risks and dependencies on both sides.

Furthermore, the HUGO assessment tool® allows us

In standard due diligence processes, information

to illustrate dependencies and concentrated risks,

related to intangible assets such as strategic fit,

which play a vital role in the transition process.

dependence on key personnel, customer loyalty and

This assessment tool also focuses on the key

informal decision-making procedures, are often not

individuals and factors that are particularly relevant

taken into account. There are various aspects, such

to the decision-making process or play a vital

as intangible assets and business related knowledge,

role in research and development activities within

that are not reflected in financial statements or

the company. Knowledge about these aspects,

submitted data, and really only appear later on, at the

which intrinsically underlie each company, not only

post-merger phase. Most importantly, these aspects

contributes to the company’s value, it also promotes

must be taken into consideration from the beginning,

sustainability during the transaction and after the

since they are crucial in creating a smooth transition

transition process.

and to the successful integration of two businesses.

The HUGO assessment tool® can be applied at all

To address the need to find strategic fits and to

relevant stages of the transaction process. Overall,

introduce a more holistic approach for transactions

the use of the HUGO assessment tool® improves

at an early stage, LilO and Knowledge Management

the prospects of closing a deal, since all relevant

Austria have developed an innovative transaction

information regarding the fundamental motivations

knowledge management tool, called the HUGO

and concerns of both sides are disclosed at an earlier

assessment tool®.

stage of the transaction. We are proud to announce
that our custom-design tool yields the highest
probability of success and triples the chances of a
successful closing.

www.liloventures.com
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The partners of LilO have advised on transactions
ranging from EUR 1 million to EUR 250 million.
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Expertise
LilO has wide-ranging experience in the selling

There comes a time when entrepreneurs feel the

of companies across a variety of markets and can

need to introduce changes within their businesses.

provide you with smart advice on both financial and

But how do you know who to ask and who to trust?

non-financial issues, which play an important role in

Are you dissatisfied with the purely standardized

transactions. Through the years, we have developed

transaction processes? Are you uncomfortable

strong relationships among private investors and

with the standard consultancy approach, which

with the senior management of numerous banks,

entails advice but not implementation? You are fed

business angels and venture capital firms. Through

up with paying high fixed consultant fees and cost

the strength of these relationships, we have gained

compensations upfront, without the option of a fee

the level of credibility necessary to receive top

system that reflects the success of the project, which

priority on our deals.

would ensure result-oriented performance? If you

We have been involved mainly in healthcare, media,

are considering selling your business on your own,

clean

allow us to ask only few questions in advance: How

goods.

tech,

telecommunications

Overall,

we

do

not

and

consumer

specialize

in

any

many companies have you sold in your life? Do you

particularly industry because we set up each process

have the time to attend to, quite possibly, a hundred

individually, and, in fact, we enjoy the diversity,

interested parties and to maintain communication

analogy and flexibility that come with working in a

during this highly dynamic process over a period of

variety of fields. We focus on understanding and

weeks, or even months? How professional does it

meeting the expectations of our clients and those of

appear if you try to sell your company on your own?

potential buyers. We like to wear the buyer’s hat and

How can you adapt a dynamic agreement and take

poke and probe your business without bias.

in information, if you are always on the front line?

Often, too much focus on a single sector creates

How objective and productive can you be in selling

blinders - creative, open minds are one of the key

your own business after all these years? We certainly

drivers of our success.

do not claim to know your business better than you
do, but we are specialists in transaction strategies.
Over the last few years, LilO has assisted numerous

Why should you hire LilO?

entrepreneurs
First, because of our spirit and philosophy. Through
creativity and innovation in M&A, we offer an

in

developing

and

exiting

their

business ventures. Selling and buying companies is
our day-to-day business and our passion.

individualized approach to business models and
transactions.

Be LilO. Genuinely committed to M&A.

www.liloventures.com
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Team
Dr. Stefanie Pingitzer
Stefanie Pingitzer, as the founder and CEO of LilO
entrepreneur

boutique,

has

worked

on

M&As,

restructuring projects and company foundations for
virtually her entire professional life. During her career,
she has worked with and advised several private
equity and venture capital firms, gaining international
experience in Dubai, Hong Kong, Madrid, Paris,
London and Brussels. Stefanie has a ten-year history
of starting, developing and selling private companies
and has built up her own portfolio of business
ventures over the last few years. Stefanie Pingitzer
studied law and earned a PhD from the University of
Vienna.
Prior to launching LilO, Stefanie gained experience
as the leading vendor-site expert in private equity
firms in Vienna and London. In addition to her
entrepreneurial track record, she also worked two
years as a Lobbyist for European BioIndustries.
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MMag. Iringó Demeter
Iringó

Demeter,

as

COO

of

LilO

entrepreneur

boutique, has worked several years in the field
of business planning and investor relations for
mid-sized companies. Throughout her career, she
has gained extensive experience in strategic and
innovation management, company valuation and
market analysis. During her academic career, she
has analyzed organizational change and life-cycle
development of business entities. In addition to her
hands-on experience with startup companies, she
has also gained first-hand experience in the area of
knowledge management and change management
within the industry. She is accustomed to heading
big teams, providing clear objectives and creating
a strong dynamic. Iringó holds a Master’s degree
in Business Administration, with a specialization in
Corporate Finance and Change Management from
the Vienna University of Business and Economics,
and a Master’s degree in Microbiology and Genetics
from the University of Vienna. Previously, Iringó has
worked in the Healthcare industry.
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It’s all about M&A.
Pioneers Doers Smart
Dynamic Tenacious Reliable
Open minded Passionate
,MÄJPLU[*YLH[P]L-VJ\ZLK
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LilO
The entrepreneur boutique
Hadikgasse 138 – 1140 Vienna – Austria
call: +43 1 89 47 580
fax: +43 664 77 54 92 191
mail: office@liloventures.com
skype: liloventures
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